Keeping your local group alive and kicking
(discrimination in the butt!)
1. Core leadership is needed
There’s no getting around it. There needs to be a core of three to seven people who
will do all the little projects that need to happen to have a group feel alive and be effective.
These projects include:
•
•
•
•

maintaining a good data base of volunteers, members, and interested folks.
putting together meetings that provide structure to focus the group.
coordinating calls through the membership and inviting them to periodic
meetings and events ( a communication system).
moving a plan of action forward.

While a single person can do these tasks, a team provides a more stable structure. Minimally there needs to be a backup person who can fill in when the inevitable crisis makes one leader unable to fulfill their tasks. ROP always has a
number of groups where the primary leader has had to leave unexpectedly and the rest of the team never grasped how
much work that person did to keep the group going and so the group suffers in the transition. A team approach avoids
this.
2. Don’t underestimate the power of personal contact
Often when we’re planning for events or meetings we send out a postcard or email reminder but don’t call our
list. Calling people and inviting them is the only way you’ll have an idea of who is really coming to your event. And, of
course, you’ll still have a ratio of people who had to change plans at the last minute, but there’s a higher level of
accountability when you’ve spoken with someone and it permits you to call back and check-in. You might find out the
person who didn’t show is just the person to help take on a new task you determined needed to happen at the meeting.
Personal check ins with people also shows that their presence means something. You noticed they weren’t there and
bothered to call to check. That process begins accountability to each other and builds the group. The more interaction
you have with your supporters (i.e. phone calls are interactive, post cards are limited, email is unpredictable) the better
information you’ll have about the people you’re working with.
3. Great data is an indicator of a strong group
Your data base provides you with a line to your supporters. A data base needs to be carefully maintained with
information updated monthly. You need a person in your group whose task it is to keep the records of the group
updated. While a data base is only of value if used, having a current system with a back-up housed elsewhere insures
that you can create mailing labels for a flyer or calling a list for a meeting or an email list serve when needed.
4. If You are not growing You are shrinking
This principle is that without active recruitment, the likelihood is you are losing members who you once
counted on. People move, have to take care of ailing parents, and otherwise need to change their priorities. The group
needs to be consistent about asking people to join the group, sign on to the mailing list. And then you need to maintain
contact with new people to develop their relationship with the group. Without a conscious effort to expand, you are
likely talking to fewer people than you imagine. This point is closely related to keeping good data base. Every group
needs to figure out a communication system that allows what the group is doing or has done to be communicated. A
poor communication system will yield a shrinking group.
5. Education is important but action is critical
This is a tricky balance because people like learning about lots of issues that are near and dear to their hearts,
but often there doesn’t seem to be the time to take action. Or simply learning about an issue can feel like an action.
The challenge of leadership is to help distinguish between education and action and to facilitate a process that creates a
series of smaller actions that makes tackling issues effective and rewarding. Incorporating simple actions into every
meeting will help get people in the pattern of not just learning, but doing. ROP’s Kitchen Table Activism is one such
example.
6. Planning is paramount
Without a plan you have no measurable goal posts of where you’ve been, how far you’ve come, or where you’re
going. Part of the work of ROP is to help local groups create plans and then provide the support to help make sure
those plans can happen. As the group becomes more established, yearly plans are advisable, but starting with shortterm plans is a must. A critical role in the planning process is a person who can be realistic and keep the number of
objectives to a workable number. No one enjoys experiencing only partial success. Factor in as best you can all the
items you need to attend to (like enough time to build your base, expanding the core, fixing problems) and still aim high
enough to keep your group moving forward, ROP offers staff time to facilitate your planning process

Named Leadership Teams
Background: The Rural Organizing Project exists to develop and support vibrant social justice groups in rural
Oregon. We have learned a lot on what allows a group to thrive and what allows a group to fade away! Three
components seem basic to any group having staying power: 1. a named leadership team, 2. a plan of action, and 3. a
regularly used communication system for both supporters and the broader community. This memo looks at what it
means to have a functional, named leadership team.
What: A named leadership team might best describe a ‘Board’. It should be a group of 7-15 people that each commit
to a specified period of stewardship for the organization. This working group makes routine decisions and sets
directions for the organization.
Why: Regardless of what you call it (Board, Steering Committee, Leadership Team), a named leadership team is
needed to provide structure. Without structure a group can complete projects, but sustaining an ongoing presence
that impacts community culture requires structure. Having the leadership be named allows those names to be made
public which makes the group accessible to potential supporters and people in need. It also allows the group to have
a decision making process. It helps define for leaders what is expected of them so that they are better able to
contribute to the work of the group.
Who: It is important that the right people are on a leadership team. There are many perspectives on who is ‘right’ for
the job. Here are some screening approaches that the ROP uses. Does the person share the values of the group?
Does the person function well in meetings? Some people hate meetings despite their dedication to the group, other
people enjoy meetings; the leadership team needs folks that can cope in a meeting setting. Can the person make a
time commitment? (If the person is wearing too many other hats, this might not be the best time for them to take a
turn on the leadership team.) Is the person willing to make decisions? Is the person willing to cooperate? Do they
have the specific skills needed for the role they are being asked to play?
How: Once you find that it makes sense to have a leadership team, it is important to define what they (board
members) would do. Consider writing job descriptions for the various roles, as you would in hiring someone for a
job. These can be simple, but should clearly state what is expected of each member, so they can decide if they’re up
to the task. You might want to define the length of term for the position and include recruiting new leadership in the
responsibilities of each person.
The next question is how do you find these folks when everyone seems so busy? Rule number one – don’t beg. Take
the time to have enough conversations to find the folks where this commitment matches where they are in their lives.
Many other folks might be honored to be considered but need to be supported in understanding what the job would
require and being honest if it fits in with their current life. People who decline now might be able to start making the
space for a future year’s turn at leadership. Start by brainstorming a list of prospects. Divide the list of prospects up
and set up formal times to meet with these people and discuss the group, its history, its potential and what it would
mean to commit to being on a leadership team. Enter into the one on one meetings with a friendly timeline to allow
for them to happen. It would be good to have a first meeting date set for folks who say ‘yes’ to plan around.
Following up with a letter of confirmation as a reminder of the meeting helps.
• Brainstorm names of prospects
• Divide who will meet with which prospect
• Conduct meetings
• Host meeting with new recruits who sign on
When: Many groups go through cycles of ebbing and flowing – being more active and less so. When a group is
struggling to establish directions, complete projects or get critical mass to a meeting (or even to have a meeting!), it is
a good time to consider beefing up your leadership team.
For more support in getting a leadership team operational in your community contact the ROP: POB 1350,
Scappoose, OR 97056, office@rop.org, 503 543-8417

ROP Organizing Tips
Your database as an organizing tool
Organizing is the art of bringing more and more people into the movement
for social justice. A group’s database is a critical tool for keeping track of
your group’s contacts so you can mobilize the largest possible number of
people for social change.
Why do we need a database?
Many small groups start with a paper system for keeping track of supporters, or a simple
spreadsheet with names, addresses and phone numbers. However, a group that wants to create
social change will need to keep track of more than a hundred people. A database is a critical way
to track current, past, and future supporters’ contact information, political districts, interests, and
donations.
It’s not just about printing labels – It’s about building power
Every name on your database is a valuable resource. Each person represents a potential voter,
activist or leader for social justice. The more people we have on our databases, the more political
power we wield. Don’t cede the glory for "a well-organized list” to our adversaries. With this
prestige comes power.
While a good database is a godsend when it comes to sending out a mailing, there are many other
reasons why a group might need a database. A database allows you to:
• Keep track of volunteers. Some people may never come to meetings, but are perfectly happy
to bake cookies for events or write letters to the editor. A well-designed database can allow
you to create a list of all the events volunteers or musicians.
• Track activities. Who showed up at the last volunteer training? A database can help you keep
track of who does what.
• Measure your progress. How many new members did your last campaign bring in? Who
donated to your group this year that hadn’t donated before? Databases allow you to sort and
compare information easily.
• Find the right people. ROP’s database allows us to find all members in any legislative district
in Oregon. Or, all the members in a particular county or belonging to a particular member
group. Very handy for targeted actions.
• Keep supporters happy. Some people may want to stay in touch with your group, but not want
to receive mailings because of privacy or environmental concerns. You can keep them on your
e-mail and phone list without making them mad.
• Know who is on your list. Are you reaching young people? Is your base diverse? If you track
demographics, you’ll be better able to tell if you’re reaching the people you most want to
reach. Also, foundations often want to know whether your group is meeting diversity goals.
• Save energy, time and money. If you know who is interested in a particular issue, or is part of
a sub-committee, you’ll save volunteer time and postage stamps.
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A strong, functional database
• Is up to date
• Contains full contact information for each person or organization on your list
• Allows you to tell who is a leader, member, supporter or volunteer
• Has a way to track the interests/activities of members and supporters
• Can help you track donations of time and money by project
• Is backed up regularly, with backups kept offsite by at least one organizational leader.
Groups with healthy databases
• Have guidelines defining who is a member, supporter, etc.
• Have policies on who has access to the database, how the list may or may not be used or
shared and who decides.
• Use sign-in forms that capture the key information you want to track.
• Notify the database volunteer when they learn of changes, or disconnected numbers and make
sure all new contacts get entered promptly.
Tips for keeping your database healthy
• Assign a specific volunteer to keep the list up to date.
• Keep regular backups at a separate site (preferably with the chair of the organization and with
ROP.)
• Avoid duplicates. Before entering a record, look for it first
• Use separate fields with appropriate names for different pieces of information
• Information goes into the field for which it was intended. (For example, don’t try to use the
last name field for organization names. Better to create a field for Organization name.)
• Enter data consistently. Is it St, St., or Street? Write a short “style guide” for your
organization and keep a print-out near the computer for volunteer reference.
• Enter information so it can be easily understood. For example, use Environmental Foundation
vs. Env Fdn.
• Remember: Garbage in = garbage out
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Setting up a functional database
Each record needs a unique identifier
• A unique identifier is a number your computer assigns to each record. This is essential if you ever
want to make use of the voter files
• Often auto-generated (not user-entered)
• Usually easy to create
Access: AutoNumber field
FileMaker: Serial Number field
ebase: Already there for you!
• Be sure to preserve this ID when you migrate to a new database
Field Naming
• Simple principle: your successor should be able to figure out what the field is without any explanation,
just by its name
• Phone1, Phone2, and even Phone3 vs. HPhone, WPhone
• Ch vs. Chapter (latter preferred)
• Date vs. LastDonationDate vs. JoinDate (the more specific field name, the better)
• New info = New field
• Separate fields for different pieces of info
• English names have six parts [Prefix (such as Ms. or Mr.), Salutation, First Name, Middle Initial, Last
Name, Suffix]
Common Data Illnesses
• Name or address cramming
• Cryptic fields
• Misuse of fields
• Inconsistent data entry
• Too many lists
• No unique ID
• Name cramming, i.e. partners/spouses' names at one address packed sardine-like into 1 or 2 fields
• “Dear <<FirstName>>” doesn’t work [It may not be the name the person actually goes by.]
Correct Address Storage
• Separate the Organization field
• Address is in 2 parts
• Separate 5-digit ZIP from ZIP+4
• Home vs. business info
Too Many Lists
• Guarantees duplication
• Data operations must be repeated
• Correct method: one list, fields distinguish entry types
• Newsletter (Y/N)
• Member (Y/N)
• Board (Y/N)

Grateful acknowledgment to Gill Foundation’s Democracy Project. Also Ron Fein, the League of Conservation
Voters Education Fund, and the LCV List Summit.
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Movement Building Strategy Sessions
Pre-Session Capacity Assessment
Creating our strategy and plans for building a stronger movement requires us to take a look at the larger
framework that we are operating within. This means that we should consider what has happened in our
world and community and movement over the past years and what history would project lies ahead for us.
We can learn from the past and plan a strategy that will advance us beyond our previous successes and
challenges. This larger framework also includes the tools that we use for building our movement – our
local human dignity groups or movement centers. The questions below ask us to consider the strengths
and challenges that we will want to incorporate into a smart movement building strategy.
What were your proudest achievements of the past year?

What were your greatest challenges of the past year?

What are your goals for the coming year (if they have been set yet)?
Do you have a named leadership committee?
How many people are part of your leadership committee?
Do you have a named decision making process?
Do you have regular meetings?
How often do you meet?
How many people attend your meetings/events?
Do you have a database? If so, how many people are part of it?
Do you have a communication network? Please describe (email, newsletters, phone tree, etc.)
How many people are part of your communication network?
Anything else that you would like to share?
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Building Capacity
Grid completed by:
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Leadership Structures
"Bylaws" exist, defining roles, responsibilities, decision process, mission statement
There is a named “leadership” team
Leadership team members are able to describe the mission and activities of the organization and see themselves as
representatives of the organization in public
Intentional skills sought for board positions (you’ve identified skills needed.)
The position of "Chair" is filled
The position of "vice-chair" is filled (someone to backup leadership)
The position of treasurer is filled
The position of recording secretary is filled
Special projects happen in committees so not everyone needs to work on every project
New people added to leadership team annually
Leadership team reflects the diversity of your community
# People on board/ leadership team:
Membership
You have a definition of member
You have a defined process for becoming a member
All members have voice contact with Organization yearly at a minimum
Organization has projects that have clear process to recruit new members.
Group has an annual process for renewal of membership
Membership is demographically representative of the county
75% annual renewal of membership with a clear process.
# Paid members:
Meetings
There are organizational meetings
members are contacted a minimum of 7 days in advance for meetings
Meetings are scheduled regularly
meetings have agendas that are followed
There is a clear decision-making process
total meeting time kept under two hours
Organization hosts annual retreat
Meetings are promoted publicly.
Meetings are run so that no one dominates and all have a chance to be heard
Meetings can accommodate people who need childcare, language interpretation or an accessible space
Committees are established for project work
Communication
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The group has an email address
Someone exists who reviews emails to group on a regular basis. If yes, who:
An e-mail distribution list is utilized for communications.
Emails are sent out: monthly, weekly, daily, multiple times per day, other _________ (circle one)
A minimum of 3 leaders subscribe to ROPnet, the ROP list serve
Group has a website. If yes, website address:
Group has a facebook page. If yes, page name:
Group has a twitter account. If yes, account name:
Someone coordinates regular communication to membership
A newsletter is published: yearly, quarterly, monthly, other__________ (circle one)
Newsletter contains analysis, updates, and actions
Group has a database. If yes, what format:
Someone exists who maintains a database of contact information. If yes, name:
A backup of the contact database is given to the organization's leader
A backup of the contact database is stored at ROP
Database is updated: quarterly, quarterly, weekly, other ___________ (circle one)
Database identifies people as leaders, members, supporters
# of people on your database:
# of people on group email list:
Centralization
Organization has a phone number
Organization has outreach material with mission, membership info, & contact info
Organization has a mailing address
Organization has access to a Xerox machine
Organization has access to a fax machine
Organization has access to a permanent office
Organization owns a computer system (goes with org when leadership changes)
Organization has someone on stipend
Organization has a permanent office
Organization has employees. If yes, # of employees:
Organizational presence
Organization takes, reviews and keeps minutes
Organization sends representatives to ROP caucus and other meetings
Organization performs one to three events per year
Organization has a brochure
Organization listed in local resource listing
Organization has a “conscious” status (non-profit, nonaffiliated, PAC.)
Organization has an archive history
Organization interviews candidates for local offices, publishes results
Organization regularly networks with other groups
Organization regularly issues press releases on activities
Organization utilizes the media to maintain presence in public arena
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1) What is your group’s mission statement:

2) Please share your successes/ activities/ campaigns of the last year:

3) Please list the members of your leadership team (if you have one):

4) What activities/ campaigns do you currently have planned for the next year:
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5) What are the 3 things you would most like ROP to help your group with:
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